
CHAPTER VI

DID THE ANCIENT SYNAGOGUE HftVl A

WOMENfS GALLERY OR SEPARATE

WOMEN'S SECTION?

Iii a lecture on the Galilean synagogue ruins held on

December 16, 1911 in Berlin, the great Jamaica scholar Samuel

Irauss said to his audiences

Now that w® are inside the synagogue, let us first of all—-as
politeness demands-~looic for the rows of the seats of our
dear wives, on the supposition that something will be found
which could be viewed as the remains of a *Weiberschul"3> in
the synagogue ruins. 2

Following the. demands of politeness, Mr. Krauss did look forf and

did findf the remains of what he called the women's gallery in

the ancient Galilean synagogues* The majority of modern Judaica

scholars and archaeologists follow Krauss in both, method and

result* i*e«, they look for a. women's gallery and they find one.

thm significance of the question of the women's gallery for

the question of women as leaders in the synagogue should be

clear, If all ancient synagogues relegated women to- a side room,

a balcony or to the back of the prayer hall, perhaps even further

separating them from the men by a lattice work or a translucent

or even opaque curtain, as the contemporary Orthodox synagogue

does, than it is indeed difficult to imagine that the women

discussed in the previous chapter had any official functions in

the synagogue, at least during the religious service. This type

of seating arrangement does not imply "separate but equal*" It

is truer of course, that the Jewish service cannot be compared,

for example, with a Roman Catholic aassf where- the entire focus

of the service is the altar and what goes on there. Certainly

many Orthodox women feel that they can say their prayers behind a

curtain as well as were they seated together with the men*

Nevertheless, the reading of scripture, the sermon and the

leading of prayers in an Orthodox synagogue all occur in the

men's section. When the Torah scroll is carried around it is a

focus of attention? everyone who has the opportunity to touch it

is overjoyed* Heedless to say, that sane Torah scroll is not

passed from the hands of the men into the hands of the wo»enf so
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104 Wonen Leaders in the Synagogue

that the women up in the gallery might also have the opportunity

to touch it* No? instead the worn-en peer clown to what is

happening below? soaetimes leaning over the railing to get a

better look* In some synagogues the- women cannot hear the sermon

well from where they are seated, and in most they cannot see

well* If they are behind a curtain* they can only see shadows

and outlines, Iff by analogy** we use the- contemporary Orthodox

seating arrangement as the background against which to interpret

the titles borne by ancient Jewish women* then it is in fact

difficult to cone to- any other conclusion than that these women

had no official function.

But just how strong is the archaeological, and literary

evidence that the ancient synagogue possessed a womenvs gallery?

Upon what do Irauss and his colleagues base their theory? A

survey of the archaeological and literary evidence for the

women's gallery can answer that question,

A* 3js

B Sec11Qfi?

In our century numerous synagogues have been excavated in

Palestine and in the Diaspora, Semetimes the remains are

minimalr such as a single inscription* Other remains are quite

sufficient for drawing up a complete floor plan. In no case has

an actual gallery been found. All of the galleries in all the

architects1 reconstructions are reconstructed and not extant* in

order to decide whether these reconstructions are convincing? a

survey of the evidence from the major sites is necessary* We

should remember? however, that monumental reiaains can only tell

us whether a side room or gallery existed? not whether it was for

women• Theoretically? donative inscriptions could spe-ak of a

women's gallery? room for woiien or divider between the women's

and men's sections^ but none do*

1* Synagogues in Roman and
Byzantine Palestine

With the exception- of the Theodotos inscription (CII 1404),

there exist no undisputed synagogue remains from the Second Temple

period. This is probably due to the fact that the floor plans of

the earliest synagogues differed little from those of nooial

houses and cannot be identified by archaeologists as synagogues?

if by "synagogue" one Beams a building whose main function was to

house the worship service. * The first possible synagogue ruin

from the first century was discovered at JHteSiutof Herod the
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Great's fortress near the Dead Sea, In its present state* the

structure can be dated to the period of the Zealot occupation

during the First Jewish Revolt C66-73 C.i..)i it is unclear whether

the original Herodian building was also a synagogue before being

remodeled by the Zealots* The building, approximately 10.5 by

12*5 meters in size, is located directly on the casemate wall on

the northwest side of the plateau.. The original Herodiiin building

had an anteroom, and. the aain room had had five pillars along the

northerly western and southern sides* When the Zealots remodeled,

they removed two of the columns of the western row, and tore down

the wall dividing the anteroom from the main room, placing the two

pillars where the wall had been* They also built a small room

(3,5 x 5,5 n) in the northwestern corner with a.n. entrance from the

main hall and set up a four-tiered row of plastered benches along

the north, west and south walls and a single bench on the eastern

entrance side.

In addition to the structure's clear nature as an assembly

room, the discovery of scripture fragments (Deuteronomy and

Ezekiel) found buried under the floor fas if in a geniza?) aided

to the conviction that the- building in question was indeed a

synagogue. However, since we know little about the layout of

first~century synagogues, one should not consider the identifi-

cation as a synagogue a closed natter.

Concerning the women's gallery, it is clear that there was

none, and the snail room in the corner is clearly unsuitable as a

women's room as it has no separate- entrance, All worshipers sat-

in the one main room on the benches along the walls.

At Herod the Great1 s fortress, JBterj2dJja&, just southwest of

Bethlehem, a structure very similar to the one at Masada was

found. The room (14 x 10 m), with an entrance in. the east, was

remodeled by the Zealots during their occupation {66-7D C*E,),

It had a nave and two side aisles with four for perhaps six)

columns on each side and a three-tiered row of stone benches

along the sides and back. Due to its clear nature as an assembly

room and because of the similarities to the synagogue at Masada*

it is likely that this too was a synagogue. As at Masada one

searches in vain for a women1s gallery,

A further first-century public building which is most

likely a synagogue was found in £§iM# the Jewish fortress in.

the Solan Heights destroyed by the Romans in 67 C»B» On© enters

the building through a narthex and proceeds through a vestibule

into the main prayer hall, whictir like Masada and Herodion, is

lined with rows of benches* four rows of columns run parallel to
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106 women Leaders in the Synagogue

the walls. The synagogue is approached in its southeast corner

by stairs coming up the side of the hill* An- article in the

Bibllcal....ArchaeolQgical Review*1 states that these stairs

possibly led to an upper gallery* and a photograph of the

synagogue at Capfaarnauit, which also has stairs, is printed as a

parallel, further excavation in the simmer of 1979, howeverf
has revealed that these steps axe the continuation of a road

leading up the side of a hill to the synagogue. They should,

therefore, be seen as leading to the synagogue itself rather than

to a gallery.

(J£&gdBJL&) &nd Eoxs&iM (Arabics iMlllfefc 111.11,1 f

N*T* t Chfii;az.ifO have also been in the discussion of first-

century synagogues, but both must now be eicluded. •

After the first century, synagogue ruins become much more

identifiable and much »ore varied in their architecture. In. a

number of these ruins archaeologists have conjectured the

existence of an upper gallery for women or of a separate room for

them* This is on the basis of evidence ranging from one pillar

base to a number of pillars, entablature and stairs* In a number

of other casts no one has claimed that any provision, for separa-

tion existed*

(Arabic* jftgzSamjLi) in Judea, south of Hebron, is

an eicanple of the latter category. One enters the building {13.3

x 21#3 m) on the east side through a narthex with two pillars and

two columns. In the prayer hall itself it is the Torah niche in

the long northern wall, rather than on one of the narrow walls,

which orients the synagogue towards Jerusalem, Two-tiered stone-

benches line the north and south walls. There seem to have been

no columns in the prayer hall itself. Without columns there

could have been no tipper gallery, and one can see fro© the floor

plan that there is no place for a separate room for women* The

synagogue can be dated to the fourth century,

A further case where there seems to be no women's gallery

is the synagogue at figfrt* She*an. The room in question is

roughly square (I i 1 i) and part of a larger complex including

the house of a nan named Iieontius and a court* One entrance was

through the court on the north*and a second entrance was from the

east, The excavators have assumed the existence of a niche in

the south wall (towards Jerusalem)• There were benches along the

walls. One can see that all synagogue worshipers sat together in

one room. The date is from the middle of the fifth to the sixth

century.
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In a further number of cases where remains for a gallery
could conceivably have been found, the archaeological reports
mention none. These are cases where one finds sufficient remains
to expect some evidence for an upper story if one existed* They

18includes Betji gfaeljir, jm (352-53) * Beth Yerafr (dating ranging
from 4th to 6th C.)#15 Qatarjn (4th C , ) r

2 0 J&xj&h (4th/5th C . ) * 2 1

(5th/6th C , ) f
2 2 Jarlcho (6th/7th, possibly 8th, C,}, 2 3

Nalar,,an, (6th C»), 2 4 Khlrbet Suma,g (3rd C . ) #
2 5 Tell. MenQKa,

(6th c») ,M mm (6th O r 2 7 Bsboic (4th/7th c * ) r
2 8 Mafoz

25(4th/5th C.)* ' gajBM..t ,::35gEfjcy,a (north of t he hot springs1—
3r i /4 th C.).*°

There are a number of synagogue ruins* particularly in
Galilee* where excavators have reconstructed a. women's gallery on
the basis of various pieces of evidence. Let us now turn to
these*

The synagogue at Capharnaiim on the northern shore of the
Sea of Galilee is one of the best-preserved synagogues found in
Israel, The white limestone structure is a basilica with a nave
and two side aisles, A third row of pillars runs parallel to the
back wall. The structure is oriented towards Jerusalem, Three
doors on the south wall provide access to the nave and two side
aisles respectively* the prayer hall is adjoined by a court with
a colonnade carrying a portico along the northern* southern and
western walls* leaving the- central court open* At the outer
northwestern corner of the synagogue proper there is a small
structure made of black basalt dike the rest of the village, but
in contrast to the white limestone of the synagogue itself).
This structure is flanfeed by stairs leading up and away from the
bade, i.e.* northern wall of the synagogue.

The first najor excavation of tne synagogue was undertaken
in 1505 by Beinrich Kohl and Carl Watzinger. According to their
reconstructed model, a women's gallery, which was reached by the
basalt steps at the northwest corner* extended over the- two side
aisles and across tne back of the synagogue proper* being
supported by the columns below, fheir two-story model is

reprinted by Erwin CSoodenotifh* Stanislao Loffreda* 2ev
3 4 'Vilnay* etc, A printed reconstruction like this tends to

achieve a life of its owni one soon forgets which stones are
actually there and which ones were called into being by the
artist's pen.

This reconstruction assumes that women would have e-nte-ced
the gallery by the stairs attached to- the black basalt annex at
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108 Women Leaders in the Synagogue

the back* The gallery would have had Doric columns of a slightly

narrower width than the Corinthian columns below.

The reconstruction should be clear and indeed looks plau-

sible. Let us now examine the actual remains of this gallery*

The visitor to the reconstructed synagogue at Capharnaum does not

see a gallery. What is it that would archaeologically force us

to assume the existence of such a thing? It is not the basilica-

style that would necessitate one* for indeed most basilicas did

not hav© galleries." ' Nor do we have the remains of a galleryi

the floor, the railing, the walls behind it, the lintel of the

door leading into it. There do- exist several Doric columns of a

diameter slightly less (10 cm less) than that of the columns of

the, prayer hall* Further, one finds several fragments of what

could have- been the architrave of the upper row of columns and

the first steps of a staircase located at the back of the syna-

gogue, i.e, at the northwest corner next to the basalt structure*

The best evidence for a gallery consists of these steps in the

back, which could possibly lead up to a gallery door. This

theory presupposes a rather narrow, winding, outside- staircase

leading up to a rather elegantly decorated gallery. An

alternative interpretation would be that the- basalt staircase

served the- basalt structure to which it is attached. This is, in

fact, the way the most—recent excavators of the synagogue*

Virgilio Corbo, Stanislao Loffreda, and Augusto Spijkerman,

interpret it. They take the basalt structure (Installation 143)

to be some type of storeroom and surmise that the- staircase

leads to an upper level of the storage area. This recon-

struction is also based on their observation that too few

fragments of the alleged gallery have been found and that the

winding staircase is too- narrow to assume that women used it for

the regular sabbath services,

Just four kilometers north of Capharnaum lie the ruins of

•' The synagogue measures 16.7 by 22*8 meters anil is

divided by two rows of columns into a nave and two side aisles,

with a third row of columns forming a further aisle along the

northern side* A small room which could be entered only from the

inside extended out into a courtyard,which was about five meters

in. width* Between the wall of this courtyard and the small ro#»

were found several steps. Nahman Avigad writes, •Apparently,

these were part of a staircase leading to the upper story.*

Other evidence fro© Korazim for a gallery consists of fragments

of smaller columns as well as fragments from a frieze, which is
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reconstructed as having run. along the upper portion of the walls

of the gallery.41

The synagogue in an-.Habra,te.ji (Hebrew: Nevorjayai f just

north of Safed was surveyed bf Kohl and ffatzinger in 1905 and

recently excavated under the direction of Brie M. Meyers# James

F» Strange, and Carol I*. Meyers*. Because the excavations- began

in 1980* only preliminary reports are available. The exca-

vators surmise that Kohl and Watzinger are relatively accurate in

assessing the dimensions at 163 x 11.65 ••

Two rows of four columns run north-south; one entered

through a single entrance in the southern facade, and there must

also have bean one entrance in. the north, Eric Meyers notes- that

the "presence of smaller column fragments and pedestals suggest a
45

possible portico on the southern side.1* in 1905 Kohl and

Watzinger found a single base to a column outside of the building

on the south I front) side* the diameter of which is 46 cmr in

contrast to the bases inside which have a diameter of 66*5 cm and

conjectured that the base could be the single retain of a

gallery*' However, due to the snallness of the building they

concluded that a better guess is that tne building had only one

story and that there existed a separate root! for women on the

same level on the north side* the northern door being the

entrance to this women's section, irwin Goodenough comments*

"Since guessing is all that can be done* my guess is that women

were left out altogether• * Presumably the base of a column

found in 1905* which served as the base not only of a column but

in fact of a whole gallery* was among those fragments found in

the campaign and taken possibly to be part of a portico* which.

means that the fragments lay near where they had originally

stood.

The two varying interpretations of these fragaents are a

good illustration of the difficulties inherent in tne women1s

gallery hypothesis at many sites* Kohl and tfatzinger reconstruct

an. entire gallery on tne basis of one fragment and in. tne absence

of a staircase* while the recent excavators suggest a more

plausible interpretation of tne same data, As to Goodenough*s

theory that women did not come to the synagogue* one can only ask

on what evidence he bases his view.

One of the best preserved synagogues in Galilee was found
4 9

in tollaiB(Arabicg Mil. 11.IL* i.p) , eleven kilometers northwest ofSafed* The large building (15.2 x 20 m) *- pro-bably to be iate4 to

the third century, had a porch on the south side (facing

Jerusalem), which, was supported by eight columns, fhere were
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three front entrances leading into the prayer hall* which was

divided by two longitudinal rows and one transversal row of

columns into a nave surrounded by three side aisles*

Kohl and Wattinfer assume the existence of a gallery*

fheir evidence consists of one base for a column 49 cm in

diameter and the fragments of m pillar with a diameter of 43 and

44 cm* These items being of a lesser diameter than the others

found, Kohl and Watzinger assume that they must have belonged to

an upper gallery* They further suggest that an Ionic capital

found in the house of village priest, a capital having a diameter

of 4S cm, would fit well for an upper gallery* This is a rather

motley collection of evidence* The only common denominator seems

to be the diameter, which is in all three cases less than that of

other columns found inside the prayer hall* It is by no aeans

clear, however, that these three architectural fragments have

anything to do with a women's gallery or even with each other.

One cannot exclude the possibility that these three fragments

belonged to a gallery, but we have no particular reason for

assuming that the one base? the fragments of a pillar and the

Ionic capital are the sole surviving elentents of a gallery/ rather

than elements from some other part of the building• What

definitely speaks against the gallery thesis is the lack of even

the trace of a staircase providing access to such a gallery. In

their floor plan, Eohl and Watzinger have added a reconstructed

staircase on the outer northwestern corner of the building fas at

Capharnaum), punctuating it with question marks.51 While such

reconstruction is not an illegitimate endeavor, one should be

aware that there is not a single bit of evidence to support this.

Since Kohl and Watzinger9s time, when this corner was as yet

uncleared, the whole synagogue area has been cleared and

partially restored. In a visit to the site in June 1978, I was

able to find no traces of a staircase*

It is worthwhile to compare Kohl and Watzinger with two

»ore recent scholars. For Erwin Goodenough the'gallery was no

longer a thesis to be supported by evidence, but a fact to be

cited, He reprints Kohl and Watzinger's floor plan, with its

reconstructed staircase, commenting that the synagogue had

"columns carrying a balcony on the east, north and west sides*

and that, "Steps seem to have gone up to the gallery on. the north

side of the building as at Capernaum." Rahman Avigad writes,

•The facade undoubtedly was two stories high and terminated in a

Syrian, pediment, but no traces of such a. pedinent have been

found*" He further comments, "No remains of the upper story were
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^* It is unclear whether Avigad discounts the evidence

cited by Kohl and ffatzinger or whether he has overlooked it. In

any case, he is willing to stick to the theory of an upper story,

even in the face of no evidence at all, Since Avigadfs plan has

no reconstructed staircase, there is no way of knowing how he

would provide access to such a second story,

There is o-ne more piece of evidence to be considered. When

the Dutch traveler C. W. M. ^an de Velde was in the village of

Bar'am in the middle of the last century , an old man told him

about an upper "story with pillars," which had stood in his

youth, but which had been destroyed by an earthquake. This

does make more credible the possibility of a. gallery, although

the problems raised above still remain, particularly the lack of

a staircase. However, a "story with pillars" could mean anything

from pilasters set high up on the walls to an actual second

story, h further question is how much credence one should give

to such a second-hand report.

In conclusion, while a gallery at Bar'an cannot be ex-

cluded, the burden of proof rests upon the proponents of a

gallery, The meager evidence cited to date is simply not suffi-

cient to suppose the existence of such a gallery.

One of the most fascinating of the ancient synagogues is
57

the one excavated at IMlfegt Shema* in Upper Galilee.. Built

directly into the hill, it offers the visitor a spectacular view

of the hills of Galilee. The entrance from the top of the hill

is by steps leading down into the prayer hall, and, the building

being of the broadhouse type, one would turn upon entering to

face the long wail with the beam in order to be oriented towards

Jerusalem. The building is about 11 by 15 meters in size, ttere

were two building periods, the first in the third century

(Synagogue I), the second in the fourth or fifth century

(Synagogue II)• The first synagogue was probably destroyed in

an earthquake*

the gallery posited by the excavators in the same place for

both Synagogue I and Synagogue II was probably constructed of

wood which rested on bedrock at the western side of the syna-*-

gogue. '" It is posited that those entering the gallery either

turned to the left into the gallery at the top of the stairs

leading down to the main prayer hall or, more likely, entered by

a separate door in the- north wall fin Synagogue II). The

hypothesis is that the gallery was meant for women and that a

back entrance to the gallery would insure a total separation of
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the semes* The evidence for such, a door is a trace of a cutting

in the bedrock into which the threshold would have fit.

In comparison with other synagogue ruins, Khirbet Shena1

lends itself to the reconstruction of a gallery reasonably well*

At least one can say that a space exists which could plausibly be

a galleryi in the other ruins that space must first be created.

NeverthelesSf herer as with the other posited galleries, one must

carefully distinguish between what actually exists and what must

be, reconstructed* The evidence for the gallery consists of the

bedrock upon which it »ay have rested and a slight indentation in

the bedrock which, nay have been meant to receive the threshold

for a door leading into the gallery* What is not extant is any

of tne gallery itself* In light of this lackf the excavators

suggest that it may have been made of wood, and. that some of

the smaller pieces found in. the main prayer hall may have be-"

longed to the gallery• Nor have remains of the actual western

wall been found* At the northwestern, cornerf one finds only

bedrock, nailing the exact line of the wall and of a northern door

a natter of reconstruction.

Thus, Khirbet Sheata* does bear evidence for a space of some

sort upon bedrock* but the actual gallery# wall and door must be-

entirely reconstructed. Even if one were to accept the existence

of a wooden gallery* rather than assuming an area for storage or

some other purposef there is no axfifeajtplogica 1 reason for as-

suming that it must be for women. Maybe a gallery existed for no

other reason than that the builders wanted to make the best use

of the space available to then, and decided that a gallery was the

best way to utilize the bedrock. What is clear from this is

that while the analogy of other synagogues could be used to posit

the existence of a gallery at Ehirbet Sheaa% Ihirbet Shema1

itselff due to the particular problems raised by its building

site, canno-t be used as an analogy for other synagogues*

Just one kilometer to the north, of Ehirbet Shema1, also on

a hill* were found the ruins of the- synagogue of He. iron*

probably dating from the second half of the third century. The

building, cut out of the rock on the northeastern side of the

hillf is about 27 by 13.5 meters in size* Very little of the

building has survived. Kohl and Watzinger ' were the first to

posit, the existence of an upper gallery, and later archaeologists

have not called! this into question. The evidence for such a

gallery consists of the base of a corner column, the diameter of

which is somewhat less (41 cm) than that of other columns which

were found (60-69 cm)• Even Kohl and Watzinger recognize that
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this is rather meager evidence upon which to reconstruct an

entire gallery, and they concede that the fragment in question

may have belonged to a narthex, as in Bar1 am, although no traces

of such a narthex remain, making such a suggestion fairly specu-

lative, what is significant about this suggestion, however, is

that it shows that a column, base or capital of lesser diameter

than others found on a given site could have come from several

parts of the synagogue, with nartbexf .aedjLgula, and forecourt

being alternative suggestions to gallery.
fifi

Just outside of Gush, .galay (Arabic: tJ.-3.jsM , a Haronite

village not far from the Lebanese border, are found the ruins of

a synagogue, the first phase of which dates from ca* 250-306.

The building was last used as a. synagogue in around the middle of

the sixth century* The prayer hall of the synagogue measured

13,75 by 10.6-11*0 meters. Two rows of columns di¥ided the room

into a nave and two side aisles. According to Kohl and

Watzinger, three columns against the back wail formed a further

row of columns* In their view, it was by thes# three columns

which the hypothetical women1s gallery would have been supported.

The evidence given by Kohl and Watiinger for such a gallery

consists of two Ionic capitals, 39 and 42 en in diameter

respectively, a drum of a column 41 cm in diameter and a snail

ashlar with a carved rosette which would form part of a wall

frieze, the supposition being that the frieze ran along the back

wall of the gallery,65

In 1977-78 Gush palav was re-excavated under the direction

of Erie M* Meyers, and further side rooms were discovered, the

function of which is unclear. The excavators note that espe-

cially wthe function of the area to the north between the outer

and inner wall has been difficult to determine." They suggest

that there was a gallery across the north end of the building*

•This gallery would have been entered either from outside the

basilica or possibly from within by wooden stairs, although there

art no traces of such an entrance**

As further evidence for such a gallery they note, "The

debris underneath the architectural dump of the final phase of

the synagogue (Vlllb) was virtually sterile, suggesting a kind of
72

raised gallery area above it. They do not suggest that this

hypothetical raised area was for women* Note that although the

recent excavators call this hypothetical raised structure a

gallery, they envisage sonething quite different than Kohl and

Watxinger had imagined* The putative raised area is simply a
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raised platform in tne main prayer hail rather than an upper

story gallery*

The synagogue fennel in jyjafiJL in Galilee, sin kilometers

northwest of Tiberias, measures 18*2 by 18,65 meters and is

separated into a nave and two side- aisles by two rows of columnsr
a third row of columns extending along the northern sM®* The

synagogue probably dates from the end of the third or the

beginning of the fourth century* The t¥idence for a women's

gallery consists of the base of a column with a molded side and

bottom as if it were meant to be placed on top of another row of

colnans. The diameter of the column fitting this base would be

41 cm; one shaft of this diameterf as well as one other base

without the molded side and bottom portion* but of the same size*

were also found. On the basis of these three, pieces of evidencef
Kohl and Watzinger conclude:

It is therefore certain that there was a two-story structure
also in. ftrbel, a structure with a gallery on three sides
above the ambulatory formed by the columns; the- entrance to
the gallery was probably directly from tne slope which juts
into the south wall*'5

What of this entrance? Ace any traces of it extant? Kohl and

Watzinger show on tneir plan a small room? noting that the

entrance to the gallery was probably above it. In other wordsr
no trace of a staircase has been found* As for the column base

in question, the form does indeed make one think that it was

placed above something else, and the theory of a second row of

colwiis is a quite attractive one* although why only one of these

was found on the site* while quite a number of other columns are

still there, is a question whicn remains unanswered* If we

nevertheless assume a second row of columns and do not assume a

stone staircase which later disappeared or a wooden staircase

(the latter should by no means be excluded), there remains the

possibility of a pseudo-gallery, i.e., of a second row of columns

above the first, creating the look of a gallery, a device which

would not be unprecedented in ancient architecture. A number of

dressed stones with engaged columns were also found on. the site

of the Arbel synagogue, whicn Kohl and Watzinger suggest ran

along the northern wail behind the gallery* This reconstruction

would fit in with either a genuine or a pseudo-gallery.

Samuel Kra-uss is of the opinion, that the woaen did not sit

in a gallery at Arbel, but rather on the tiered, stone benches

found at the sides, which he calls "terraces..11 Krauss writes:
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Now if our assumption concerning the purpose of this loft
[i*e* the terrace] Is correct, then one cannot realIf speak
of a separation of the sexes in the ancient synagogues of
Galilee, and we would therefore have to concede that all of
the Reform congregations which build their synagogues with
only a loft for the wo»en on the two long sides of the
building are right.^^

iis words, spoken in 1911, make clear what has been at stake
here. For a Jewish scholar to admit that there nay not have been
a women's gallery in the ancient synagogue would be to raise the
question as to just how much a necessary part of the Jewish
tradition the women's gallery really is, Krauss was confronted
with the Reform congregations of his day, for whom the equality
of the sexes was an important issue and who had begun to do away
with the strict separation between the sexes in the worship
service, Krauss perceived the absence of a women's gallery at
the ancient synagogue of ftrbel as a threat to the practice of
having women sit in a gallery or closed-off women's section, in

the Orthodox synagogues of bis day.
7 g

the ancient synagogue in flmm,airy', toad in Galilee, a few
kilometers due west of Arbel, dates to the turn of the fourth
century* The prayer hall is 22.55 by 14*06 meters in size, two
rows of columns divide it into a nave and two side aisles, with a
third row of columns running along the back wall. On the basis
of several columns of lesser diameter than the others. Kohl and
Watzinger suggest that there may have been a gallery, although
they do not press this hypothesis because the diameter of all the
columns is quite variable. No stairs have been found at Umm
al-'Amad*

In flammit fgygyya ffl-b^riasf Arabics Tajbaxiya) t Q^ theshore of the Sea of Galilee, just south of the hot springs, were
found the layered ruins of several buildings dating from the
third through the eighth centuries. The earliest recognizable
synagogue, dating from the second half of the third century, is
13 by 14 meters in size and is divided by three rows of columns
into a nave and three side aisles. Moshe Dothan suggests that
the side aisle to the extreme left may have been a women's
section, adding, "nevertheless, there was no trace of wall or
other division between this aisle anil the remainder of the hall,
though there may have been sone temporary partition (such as a

81curtain) between the columns,* After the second synagogue was
destroyed at the end of the third or the beginning of the fourth
century, the "Severus Synagogue," also measuring 13 by 14 meters,
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was built* Here, too, one assumes that the side- aisle to the

extreme left may have been for women.

When this synagogue was destroyed in the fifth century a

synagogue in the form of a basilica was built. One entered

through a narthex into the main prayer hall, which had an apse at

the southwest side and was divided by columns into a nave and two

side aisles, with a third row of columns running along the

northwest side* the hypothesis is that these columns bore a

women's gallery which would have extended over the side aisles

and along the back aisle.. No evidence is listed for this
83

hypothesis.

In gassist..,,SiiS:l (Arabic: £j,dPftniRA) # 7.5 kilometers to the

southeast of the Sea of Galilee,- a synagogue was fotind which

measures around 13 by 14 meters and probably dates fro© the first

half of the fifth, century, Erwin Goodenough believes that a

small room on the east side with a bench running along its east

wall was meant for women, Iliezer Sukenik, who takes this

small room to be a schoolroom, imagines that there was a women's

gallery. Sukenik writes:

The remains of the synagogue are- practically confined to the
foundation. Consequently no data'are available for a resto-
ration of the superstructure* It nay, however, confidently
be inferred that the basilica was provided with a. gallery for
women worshippers, from the massive pillars at the north-east
and north-west corners of the colonnade, features which are
shared by our synagogue with those of Chorazin, Capernaum and
some other sites.«*

Since there exist no material remains from the gallery, it is

difficult to understand why it may "confidently be inferred" that

one existed, Sukenik is working on an analogy with other syna-

gogues where he believes that the women's gallery is archaeo-

logically certain. As this survey of the evidence shows, the

gallery is far from being archaeologically certain at the other

sites*

The ruins of a synagogue, probably dating from the third

century, were found in MttS^AlzM^^&M in the Solan Heights, If

kilometers to the northeast of gammat Gader. The building is 14

by li meters in size and is divided into a nave and two side

aisles by two rows of columns, with a third row running along the

back (west) wall. Kohl and Watzinger conjecture that a gallery
88ran along the north, west and south sides*. lo trace of a

staircase has been found. As evidence for the hypothetical

gallery, Eohi and Watzinger cite a fragment of the base of a half

column (found in front of the building) which would fit with the
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fragment of a shaft of a half column^ The fragments could. have

decorated the wall of the gallery. Kohl and watzinger further

note that there are two- types of capitals and suggest that the

one type- could! have been for the lower story and the other for

the gallery* Goodenough* in citing Kohl and Watsinger's

reconstructed gallery, is faced with the dilemma of where to

place the Torah shrine* Although the main entrance is in the

east and Jerusalem to the south, Goodenough writes, *The Torah

shrine with its Shekinah could not have stood anywhere but in the

eastf for it is inconceivable that women would have been allowed

to stand or pass above It* (i,e,r in the gallery). Presumably

Goodenough is in some way identifying women with impurity and

implying that the men would not tolerate this impurity above the

sacred Sheklea, but the meaning of his thought Is rather unclear

here*

Mention should be made here of ad~D.j,kfca> which Is located

on the eastern side of the Jordan riverr four kilometers north of

where it enters the Sea of Galilee.. The building? 15«3 by 11.9

meters in size and divided into a nave and two sidle aisles by two

rows of columns, probably dates from the third century* Even

Kohl and Watzinger admit that there is not enough clear evidence
91

to reconstruct a gallery*' They note the existence of one base,

one shaft and one capitalr as. well as a doable quarter column

from a corner• Ho trace of a staircase has been found. It is

unclear why this evidence* i«e*f several fragments of columns and

no stairs, should be insufficient at ad-Dikka, while at Host of

the other sites where Kohl and Watzinger reconstruct a gallery

there is not a bit more evidence to support such a hypothesis.

In spite of their caution In the text. Kohl and Watzinger

nevertheless show a gallery in their reconstruction sketch of the

synagogue.

The synagogue in fiej;h,,iUtpfo.j&r • famous for its beautiful and

well—preserved mosaic^ is situated 7*5 kilometers northwest of

Beth She1 an and can. be dated at the latest to the end of the

fifth century, the basilica is 10.75 by 12,4 meters in size and

is divided into a nave and two side aisles by two rows of

pillars. One entered the prayer hall through a narthex, Sukenik

believes that the entrance to a gallery extending over the two

side aisles and the narthex was through a small side room to the

west of the prayer hall. No traces of the gallery or of the
94

reconstructed stairs in this small, room remain* Asher Hiram
suggests that this small room may have been a schoolroom*
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The ruins of a third- or fourth-century synagogue were

found in ga.eaftE.ea, Maritima. It was 9 by 18 meters in sise and

is of the broadhouse type* Michael Avi-Yonah believes that the
97synagogue possibly had a gallery* The evidence consists of the

fact that the columns and capitals found wer© of two sises, 50

and 25 cm respectively; the reports include- no mention of stairs,

fhe synagogue was destroyed in. the middle of the fourth century

and a new one built in its place in the middle of the fifth* Mo

mention is made of this synagogue having had a gallery.

In ..'.Enr'Gedi on the western side of the Dead Sea were

found the remains of a synagogue around 12 by 15 meters in sizer

consisting of a nave and side aisles on the east and west sides,

with a further aisle at the south end with stepped benches, A

narthex ran along the western side# ft number of smaller rooms

surround the prayer hall; two of these can be entered from the

prayer hall itself, fhe others are accessible only from the

outside* In one of these outer rooms, traces of stairs were
go

found which could have led to a gallery,. •' Further, an Aramaic

donative inscription, found in the western side aisle, speaks ofthe great (?) steps** which Dan Barag takes as possibly

li
101

referring to the steps leading to the gallery. "; ' Benjamin

f on the other bandf translates "the. upper (?) step*
1

Thus, there is not a consensus as to what this inscription refers

to. The inscription itself is clearly later than the other

mosaic inscriptions, which are from the late Byzantine period, '

so that whatever step or steps the inscription refers to must be

a later addition to the synagogue, The synagogue itself is a

Byzantine-period reconstruction of an early third-century

synagogue and was probably in use until around 530*
104

fhe synagogue ruins in fMr.b^t s.usiya in Juiea, thirteen

kilometers south of Hebron, probably date, from the fourth or

fifth century, fhe building, 9 by 16 meters in size, is of the

broadhouse type* One entered the prayer hall through a courtyard

and then a narthex* intending along the south side of the prayer

hall are two rooms, which, could be entered through the narthex,

the second room also from an outside door. At the southern end

of the narthex are the rena.in.s- of several steps, which have been

taken as leading to a gallery, '" which was a later addition and

would have extended over these two side rooms and possibly tne

narthex. It is also possible, however, that, these steps lei to

an area, above the courtyard,. In the small southwestern room, a

stairs was later installed when the room, was used for storage*
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In. addition to the monumental remainsf one inscription has

been adduced as evidence for a synagogue gallery. The inscrip-

tion, written in Aramaic with the- last twô  words in Greek, was

found in pa,bbnr.a. in the Golan Heights. Partially reconstructed,

it rea-is, according to 0an Urman:

ID >yt rmliDy 12V raEi} ... inn
[P0}YETIK02 EKT[ISEN .

El'azar the son of . • . made the columns above
the arches and beams • • . Busticus built fit),107

The inscription, probably dating from the third century,

consists of two lines carved in three fragments of a basalt

architrave, the total length of which, is 110 en, Qrnan writes

concerning "the- columns above the arches and beams"?

These seen to be columns standing on top of a construction of
arches and beams or pilasters* in a synagogue such columns
couii only be in the upper gallery, that is, the women1s
gallery,"**

We have seen from the survey thus far that there is no archaeo-

logical reason to assume the existence of a women's, gallery and

that the evidence for any kind of a gallery at all is surpris-

ingly meager* Neverthelessr one could take this inscription as

independent evidence for a gallery*

The inscription, is not unambiguous, however, and before we

simply accept it as eviien.ee for a gallery, the vocabulary must

be carefully examine-^. It is not "gallery* whicn is mentioned,

but "columns,* These- "columns" could indeed* be the columns of a

gallery, but they could also be demi-columns built into the wall

or the columns of a pseudo-gallery, i.e., a. row of columns placed

on the architrave for decoration and giving the appearance of a

gallery. There is, however, one architectural difficulty with

the gallery or pseudo-gallery reconstruction.. If these fragments

are a portion of the architrave on which, the columns rested,

whicn it is reasonable to assume, the donative inscription

usually being fairly clo-se to the object donated, where are the

arcn.es? The Palestinian synagogues have usually been recon-

structed as being trabeated rather than arcuated, ani this

architrave itself would fit in. with the reconstruction. Further,

the word lipplfetj can mean "arches" and passjimayyaj can mean

"beatts, m but Mfifii can also mean "arched doorway11 and passim

(it-brew and Aramaic) can, and usually does, mean "door post.11"^

An alternative suggestion would be that these fragments do not
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cone fro© an architrave at all, but from a lintel, ' and that

the j&sjsjtm$Yy& &̂ e door jambs and the kigpatt,! are rounded arches

of the type found above the central door in Bar'am* What*thenf
would the columns be? Perhaps they are tall columns of the type

found in Bat*an in the porch. This would be a rather loos©

interpretation of ff enl min* however, so that this interprets-

tion, like- that of Urman, does not solve all of the architectural

problems* It must be concluded that this inscription is possible

evidence for a gallery.

What can we conclude from this survey? First, it is clear

that a number of Palestinian synagogues had no gallery. These

include the three first~century synagogues, Masada, Gaula and

Herodion—if these are indeed synagogues--as well as Beth Bhm*&nf
Bshtenoa1, and probably also the other synagogues where archae-

ologists have not even thought of reconstructing a gallery. As

for those synagogues where archaeologists have reconstructed a

gallery, we have seen that the- evidence ranges iron lite-rally no-

evidence at Beth Alpha, Qammat feverya (south of the hot springs,

basilica synagogue) and gammat dader to the base of one- corner

column at Meiron, the base of one column {and possibly some-

additional fragments) at an-Nabraten and one base, one shaft and

one capital at ad~Dikka to several steps, fragments of smaller

columns and fragments of a frieze at Korazim and steps, several

Doric columns and several fragments of an architrave, as well as

a number of demi-columns, at Capharnaum*

Archaeological reconstruction must be based on analogy and

on material evidence from the site- in question* In my viewr most

excavators of the Palestinian synagogues have taken for granted

that there exists solid evidence at jotbfij: synagogues for a

(women's) gallery, and have therefore maximalistically inter-

preted the minimal evidence at their own sites. One searches in

vain for the archaeologicalIf well--founded example of a synagogue

with a gallery* Capharnaum has long served as the prime example

of a synagogue with a gallery* but, as we have seen# the most

recent excavators are of the opinion that they do not have

sufficient archaeological evidence to assume the existence of a

gallery.

The most serious barrier to the reconstruction of a gallery

se#»s to me to be the lack of staircases. It is simply unreal-

istic to suppose that campers would have selectively reaoted all

traces of a staircase while leading behind courses of ashlars,

numerous pillars and entire mosaic or flagstone floors. Con-

versely, the best candidates for having had galleries are those
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synagogues where traces of staircases hMwm been found, A

staircase is at least solid evidence that people ascended to

something. However, even here caution is advised* Garnia is a

good exampie of the need for caution* The first reaction at

finding the steps outside the Garnia synagogue was that they led

to a gaiiery* Further excavation showed that the steps formed

the culmination of a road leading up to the synagogue* Of the

Palestinian synagogues there are five with traces of a staircase;

Garnia, Capharnauitf *En~Gedi, Ihirbet Susiya and Korazim* Garnia
must be excluded for the reasons just mentioned. As for the

others, the possibility must be taken very seriously that these

steps led to a gallery*, Howeverr one must also note that in none

of these cases is it clear that the steps in question actually

led to a gallery. It Capharnaum the most recent excavators

believe that the steps led to a storage room, At 'Bn~Gedi the

steps are situated in front and to the side of the narthes among

a number of rooms surrounding the synagogue proper, tte steps

could have led. to a gallery, but they could just as easily have

led to the roof or second story of one of the adjoining

structures. The reconstruction of a gallery at Khirbet Siisiya

seeiis fairly plausible on the basis of the stepsf which are

located in the narthex and must therefore lead to something abo^e

either the prayer hail or the courtyard. The difficulty at

Khirbet Susiyar however, is that no other finds indicating a

gallery have been found. Further, one must remember that there

are also steps in the second small room to the south of the

prayer hall which apparently led to a storage room; these should

remind us of the variety of things to which steps can lead,

loralia has both steps and some fragments which could have come

from a gallery, and therefore a reconstructed gallery does not

seem implausible, although here again the steps could have led to

the roof or second story of the storage room on the northwest

corner of the building or to another installation. In spite of

all these difficulties one can say that a reasonable case can be

Bade for the existence of a gallery at Capha matin, fEn~Gedi,

Ihirbet Susiya and Korazim*

Khirbet Shema* is a special case and must be treated sepa-

rately. Here stairs are not necessary/due to the synagogue's

being built into the side of the hill* As with the four

synagogues just mentioned!, here, too, it is not impiau.sib.le that a

gallery existed* However, ©tie should not lose sight of the fact

that nothing remains of the gaiiery itself except the bedrock on

which it »ay have rested and a trace in the stone which could
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have been for a door. The several small pieces of architecture

found among the ruins could just as easily belong elsewhere as in

tne gallery.

Us for the other synagogues discussed where archaeologists

have- reconstructed a gallery, one must say that the evidence is

entirely insufficient to support such a hypothesis, the

fragments of columns and capitals which have been assigned to the

galleries of the various sites, if all taken together, would

hardly be enough for one single gallery. Why should campers and

builders in search of reusable materials have carefully selected

columns, capitals, bases and architraves just from the gallery,

leaving behind considerably more of the first story? No syna-

gogue has been found where more of the gallery was extant than of

the first story, and yet if left to chance this situation should

certainly occur. In addition to tne lack of stones from all of

these hypothetical galleries, we are confronted with the lack of

stairs leading up to them* Now, one could begin reconstructing

wooden galleries with wooden staircases, but this seems highly

speculative, and the lack of stairs and columns must be taken as

a very serious hindrance to the reconstruction of a. gallery.

Further, it is not at all clear that these- fragments of

architecture had to come from a gallery* Perhaps the smaller

columns, capitals and bases belonged to other installations, such

as an a,e.il.g..il.l or a porch* The diameter of columns often varied

considerably within a single synagogue and it is purely a

matter of definition to assign one column to the lower story and

another to the gallery. The diameter of the columns in one

portion of the synagogue can also- vary fro© that of another

portion., as, for example, between the main prayer hall and the

courtyard at Capharnaum, for these reasons, the architectural

fragments in question can no longer simply be treated as clearly

having cone from a gallery*

In summarf, then, there are at least five synagogues (if

the three first-century structures are synagogues) which clearly

had no gallery, and there are five synagogues where a gallery

could plausibly be reconstructed., altho-ugh the evidence is by no

means conclusive. In addition to these, there are a considerable

number of synagogues wnere no one has reconstructed a gallery, as

well as over a dô zen where some archaeologists hav© reconstructed

a gallery, but wttere a closer examination shows that the evidence

is insufficient for supporting such a hypothesis, in other
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words, the vast majority of the ancient synagogues in Israel do

not seem to have possessed a gallery*

Brief mention of side rooms for women must also be made

here,. The reader will notice that most of the synagogues whose

floor plans axe included here do- not have a. side room. Several*

however, do, and it has been suggested that they served as

women's sections, fhe general rule seems to have been that if

one did not reconstruct a gallery, one took such a room to be a

schoolroom or other type of room. A good example of this is

gammat Gader, where Asher Hiram and Irwin Goodenough "

suggest that the side room with the bench, along one wall could

have been the women's section, while llieser Sukenik, ' ' who

assumes the existence of m gallery, takes it to be a schoolroom*

Qammat feverya (south of the hot springs)- is a further example*

In the Severus Synagogue, where a gallery is not assumed, one has

taken the aisle to the extreme east to be a women's section,

whereas in the later basilica synagogue built on the same spot a

gallery is assumed and the side room to the west of the prayer
118

hall is considered a schoolroom* One cannot exclude the pos-

sibility that the side rooits found in some Palestinian synagogues

did serve as wonen's sections, but there is no archaeological or,

as we shall see, literary reason to do so, fhe real analogy has

been the use of a separate room as a women's section in modern

synagogues. This is an anachronistic analogy and therefore

Methodologically questionable*
2* Sfnagogu.es in the Diaspora in the

Roman and Byzantine Periods

A number of synagogue remains have also been found in the

Jewish Diaspora. A brief survey of the evidence- for a women's

gallery or women's section will complete the collection of

Palestinian, evidence considered thus far,

The most ancient synagogue (1st C. B.C.E.I—if it is indeed

a synagogue-"-found to date is the synagogue on the island of
11§-

M ^ in the Southern Aegean, fhe building consists of three

oblong rooms side by side, The wall separating Room A from Eoo»

B is later than, the structure itself and is pierced by three

doors* Benches lining the northern and western wails of Room A

are broken by a highly decorated stone chair. In loon B benches

run along the western wall and part of the southern one* It lias

been suggested, presumably because of the stone chair, that Boom

the men and that Room B was for the women.
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Goodenough, however, who is very interested in establishing

the mystery nature of ancient synagogue worship, writes;

Those who have discussed the synagogue as such have thought
that the two rooms were respectively for Ben ani women, but
this I should doubt. As in the early structure at Dura* I
should think the women stood in the outer charters of C, or
did not attend at all, but not that benches were provided for
them in Room B* The inner chamber, ft, see»s to me to be the
adyton which in Capernaum, for example, lay behind the
screen*1*1

This discussion demonstrates the arbitrariness of assigning

a particular roon to the women* While some scholars would

relegate the women to loom. B, where they could at least sit and

hear, though not see very much, Goodenough sends them off to loom

C,where they could neither see nor hear, nor even have a bench to

sit upon* There is no archaeological reason for any of these

room assignmentsi they are, rather, the result of the presup-

position that there must have been a separation of the seices in

the ancient synagogue* Boom B could as easily have been a

classroom as a women's section, and Room C could have served as a

hostel or some other purpose,
122

On the island of Mgiflftf just across from Piraeus, which

is in Attica, were found the remains of a synagogue which the

excavator Belie Mazur dates to the fourth century,'1 • while

noting that the foundations of an older building, possibly also a

synagogue, lie under the present structure* Due to abutting

houses, the entire complex could not be excavated* What was

excavated is a single hall exactly enclosing a mosaic floor which

measures 13#5 by 7.6 meters* An apse on. the east side extends

beyond the mosaic* On the level of the older building and

running parallel to its northern wall were found two chambers,

Mazur suggests that the younger synagogue made use of these older

chambers as women1s quarters or as levitical chambers, ' One

must note that it is not even clear that these oleier rooms hai

anything to do with the prayer hall at all*

The largest ancient synagogue founi to date is the basilica
12S

synagogue in MMlMs in Asia Minor, (The »ain hall alone is 54

by 18 meters in size*) The building vent through a number of

building stages, with the present interior of the structure

dating fro© the fourth century, although some portions of it

are ©icier# One entered through an, atrium with a colonnaded

portico and proceeded into the prayer hall; an internal apse was

situated at the west end and the- famous "eagle table* in the

nave. There were two rows of piers, one along the northern and
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one along the southern wall. In his 1963 report* David Gordon

Mitten notes, *lt is still uncertain whether these features were

bases for roof-supports or for piers on which galleriesr siailar

to those fantilar from synagogues in Palestine, rested** "

Andrew E, Seager also shows a second story for the aain prayer
128

hall in. his 1968 reconstruction of the Sariis synagogue* • By

1972r however# probably after more careful study of the mattery

Seager writes, *fwo rows of piers within the hall may have

supported side galleries as well as the roofr but no cogent
129

evidence for galleries has been found** This development is

worth noting* At first one assumed a gallery on the basis of the

supposed Galilean parallels, but farther study repealed that the

site itself produced no cogent evidence for such an assumption.

The German excavators Theodor Wiegand and Hans Schrader

discovered the rains of what they took to be a house church in

1895-1898 in MLI&BM in Ionia. Subsequently discovered Jewishsymbols in the building are evidence that the building, which

measures 10 x 14 meters, was actually a synagogue. One

entered through a snail forecourt into the prayer hall, which, as

stylobates attestr was divided into a nave and two side aisles.

h stone bench ran along the northern wall, and a small square

niche in the eastern wall probably served as a Torah nicbe» No

suggestion has been made- of a. women's gallery or women's section,

and there is nothing in the ruins to indicate such a thing.
132

In MiMfcttS in western Asia Minor are the remains of a

building which could be a synagogue/ although no Jewish evidence

has been found, I believe that there is insufficient evidence to

identify this as a synagoguer but cite it here to illustrate the

way in which A. von Gerfcan deals with the- issue of the women's

gallery. The date of the building is uncertain, but a late,

i.e., Byzantine, date see-as likely. Located in a complex of

buildings, the room in question, is oblong (18*5 bf 11.6 m) and is

divided into a nave and two side aisles by two rows of columns*

One proceeded from a forecourt with a. peristyle through one of

three doors (at an earlier stage) into the large roomi at the

present stage the two outer doors are blocked by two piers,

Gerkan is of the opinion that the columns must hme borne a

gallery because they are so close together! he does not suggest

that this would have been a women's gallery, nor does he mention

any fragments that might have belonged to it or stairs leading to

it.133

Recent excavations in HJtsM '' in Macedonia (Yugoslavia)

brought to light the remains of two synagogues uncle rue a th
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Christian basilica ruins. The older synagogue (possible 1st C*

C«B»), which measures ca* ?•§ JC 13,.3 meters, contains donative

inscriptions mentioning the nan© Polycharmos, thus tying it in

with the dedicatory inscription mentioning Claudius

Polycharmos found on a column in the atrium of the basilica*

This latter inscription CCII 694) speaks of "upper chambers*

(hygfgfal of which the donor and his descendants were to maintain

disposal, perhaps for living purposes. In other words, fax from

being a women's gallery, these "upper chambers" were for the

private use of the donor, h women's section or women's gallery

has not been suggested for the younger synagogue*

the ancient synagogue excavated in jQsfcia, the port of

ancient Rome, dates from the fourth century,. The prayer hall,

which measures 24,1 by 12,5 meters, is part of a complex of ro-oiis

including one with an oven for baking* One approached through an

area with a mosaic floor* then proeee-iei through an inner gateway

with four columns and finally entered the innermost section, an

oblong room with a JbfilBfl at the western end and an aefllcujlfrf or

forah shrine, at the southeastern end. Two fallen narble columns

were founi in the main prayer hall. The excavators have not

suggested the existence of a gallery or separate women's section*

Beneath this synagogue were found the remains of a first-century

C*E* building, which may also have been a synagogue* Here, too,

the excavators do not assume the existence of a separate section

for women*

The third-century synagogue found in. Dû â JlujcQjgipji has

been one of the most spectacular synagogue discoveries to date,

cine to the excellent condition of the building and especially of

the frescoes decorating its walls* 1*be nain prayer hail,

measuring 13*65 by 7.8 meters, is located in a complex.- No one

has suggested the existence of a gallery, which woulcl be im-

possible given the architecture* A separate women's room has,

however, been suggested* Beneath the third-centwry synagogue

were found the remains of an. earlier synagogue, and in this

earlier synagogue, loon 7, a snail toon to the east of the prayer

hall has been taken to be a possible women's section. Erwin

Goodenough, however, sees this as impossible due to the wear on

the threshold between loom 7 anci the nain prayer hall, Boom 2.

Goodenough writes:

First, the well-worn threshold: of the little door that joined
loon 7 with Room 2 indicates a frequency of going back ani
forth unthinkable if the room was used for women, but quite
intelligible if processions from one jeo-om to the other were a
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regular part of the ritual* A glance at the plans of
oriental synagogues strengthens this feeling* Kohl and
Watzinger give a number of such plans, from which it is at
once clear that if women, were accommodated in the synagogues
at all, they did not stroll in with the men and sit in. full
view of them, lather they had a separate entrance from the
outside to a room entirely screened off from the room where
the men worshiped* The- heavy wear of the sill shows that
loon 7 in the early synagogue could not thus have been.
blocked off,*3*

The oriental synagogues referred to by Goodenough* several floor
140plans of which are given by Eohl and Watiinger, • ' ; are none other

than modern oriental synagogues* With this it becomes clear that

the true- analogy for the women's section and the starting point

for the search thereof is the contemporary Orthodox synagogue*

Given the absolutely strict separation implied by the modern

concept of the women's section, Goodenough seens to me quite

right in insisting that a worn threshold, could, not have served as

the barrier between women and men. Presumably, Goodenough

assumes that, in the absence of a. woiten's section, women did not

go to the synagogue at all*

The later synagogue did not have this separate room, for

the whole area was taken up by the forecourt, Carl. Iraeling

therefore suggests that the women prayed with the men in. the main

prayer hall, but that they sat on the south side of the room*

Kraeling writes:

What we know about the nature of the wall decorations in this
areaf and what we can infer from the existence of the smaller-
door, makes it clear that the benches in question, were those
normally used by the women and that here the raised footrests
were omitted lest modesty and propriety be offended.. Along
the south wall in. the benches used by the women two addi-
tional provisions were made to safeguard modesty and simulta-
neously to provide easier access. One was a rectangular
recess in the lower bench where it. abutted on the reveal
floor of the smaller do-orr the other a rectangular platform
set into the southwest corner of the chamber floor below the
lower bench,1*1

By the "nature of the wall decorations," Iraeling means that the

west wail bears the fresco with Elijah raising the widow's son*

He suggests that this scene is especially appropriate vis-a-vis

the women's entrance.

while it must be emphasized again that Kraeling is doing

what archaeologists should, do, namely reconstructing, one must

nevertheless note how shaky the evidence is upon which he builds

his theory. The fact that a woman appears in a certain fresco

can hardly be taken as evidence that it was women who sat beneath
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ifcr and there are- many reasons why one door is snaller than

another, fhe special features of the benches (step*, etc)

be taken as safeguards for feminine modesty* but they could also

mean no more than that a different person built the benches on

that side of the room* adding some features (steps) and omitting

others (footrests)• In spite of all this, Iraeling1® suggestion

that the women sat together on one side of the room in the later

synagogue at Bura fits in better with the archaeological evidence

than other possible suggestions, such as a gallery or a women's

room* It may well be that if there was any separation of the

sexes at Dura, then it was of the informal type proposed her##

In any case, the later synagogue at Dura did not have a women's

gallery or a separate room for women« Most likely, neither

did the earlier synagogue.

In 18S3 a Captain irnest de Proudhonme who was stationed at
1 44

finnan M f fNaro), not far from Tunis in North Africa, per-

formed an amateur excavation of a synagogue mosaic and of the

building complex in which, it was located. What seeps to have

been the main prayer hall can be approached from two- directions,

with many snail rooms on either side of ttie approach ways. In

the- prayer hall was a magnificent mosaic (much of it now lost)

with a large inscription in the ©iddles

Sancta sinagoga Paron pro sa—
lutem suam ancilla tua lulia-
na p(ateressa?) d© suo propriua teselavit.

hm I s read jgajEigtajj

four servant Juliana, llfatheresslv(?>, paved with mosaic, from
her own funds, the holy synagogue of laro for her salvation,

h woman donated the entire- mosaic for the prayer hall? given, the

high costs of mosaics, this must have been a very substantial

donation. Does it seem reasonable that the wealthy woman who

donated the mosaic should, also have had the right to tread upon

it? Not so to irwin Goodenough, who writes;

She herself could presumably wot have attended the services
in this qancta,.. aynagaga? but as with all daughters in Israel,
her hope was in the maintenance of Jewish worship and

Goodenough places the women worshipers in the room to the left of

the prayer hall* for it has a separate entrance and no access to

the prayer hall at all; indeed, one could neither see nor hear

anything from this room. Goodenough notes, wfhis room might have
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been used for a guest hostel, but seems to me ©ore likely, from
' 147

its total isolationr to have been, designed for the women... ""

Methodologically i t is important to keep open the pos-

sibi l i ty that the ancient Jewish men in Hammarn LIf were of the

mentality described by Goodenough, that they desired to isolate

totally the women in a room from which they could not see into

tne prayer hall nor hear the Torah being read or the sermon being

given. It is also important not to exclude the possibility that

the ancient Jewish women in gammam Lif accepted thisr that the

benefactor Juliana did not take offense at never being allowed to

pray in the room in which lay the mosaic she had donated. All of

this is possible, but where is the literary or archaeological

evidence for it? there being no Jewish literary sources from

gamman hit, we are dependent on the monumental remains, Arctiaeo-

logicallyf there is no reason to assume that the room in question

is at women's section, rather than a hostelr a meeting room or a

schoolroom*

This survey has shown that there is. no Diaspora synagogue

in which a strong archaeological case can be made for a women's

gallery or a separate women's section. At Priene ancl Ostia a

gallery or room for the women, has not evert been, suggested. In

the later synagogue at Dura, there is also no separate room or

gallery for women. Although there was some speculation in the

earlier phases of excavation as to whether the Sardis synagogue

might have had a gallery, it has now been recognized that there

is *no cogent evidence* for such a gallery. The Stobi in-

scription does speak of "upper chambers* but these were not for

women bat rather for the use of the donor, Claudius fiber ins

Polycharmos, and of his heirs. At Aegina, the earlier synagogue

at Dura, gammas! Lif and Delos, a side room (or rooms) has been

suggested as a possible women's section* At Aegina it is not

even clear that the rooms suggested had any connection with the

synagogue. At Dura the worn threshold between the hypothetical

women's room and the- main prayer hall speaks against the use of

loo© 7 as a strictly separate women's section... At gammam Lif

there are many side roo»sf and we do not know the exact use of

any of them. There is no archaeological reason for assigning any-

one of then to women* At DeXos we have seen thatr while flassart

supposed that the division between. Rooms A and B represents the

division between the aen and the women* Goodenough assigns the

women to loom C and makes ROOD A into an inner chamber for the

men* Room B being the men's outer chamber. It is tine to

recognize that'we can only guess at the function of the manyBrooten, Bernadette. Women Leaders In the Ancient Synagogue.
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adjoining side- rooms in tne Diaspora synagogues* It is arbitrary
to assign one or the other to women.

B* X
If omen.* s Gallery or.. a

No scholar is of the opinion that ancient Jewish literature

attests to a general regulation that the sexes ba separate in

synagogue worship, 111 admit that this regulation cannot be

found in ancient Jewish sources. Eliezer Sukenik? for example^

writes.:

The ancient literature- nowhere mentions a specific regulation
to tne effect that men and women mast be kept separate- at
public worship! still less is it prescribed that~the wcaen's
section shall be built in the- form of a gallery,1*8

In spite of this consensus, scholars have argued that even with-

out a regulation? it was in fact the case that the sexes were

kept separate in the synagogue worship. What is the literary

evidence for a factual separation?

In the Second temple there e-xisted a women1 s forecourt
149

(>fizja.t,hannf J i m .. ffynajj&nlfeiji)? which contrasted with theforecourt of Israel, this meant that women'were normally only

allowed into the women's forecourt, but not beyond that* only

the men were allowed- into tne inner forecourt of Israel, What is

often overlooked? however, is that the women's forecourt was not

reserved for women. It was the large- outer court where bath sexes

mingled together freely. It was not an area where women could

pray quietly by th@itselves# undisturbed by men,- for the men had

to pass through this area in order to enter the forecourt of

Israel* Therefore it can hardly be taken as an exanple of the

separation of the sexes* "Women's* here does not mean reserved

for women? but rather restrictively that women could not pass

beyond this outer court* ffausf the men had a court reserved for

then, but tne women, did not. this is a totally different model

from the one presupposed by those archaeologists who reconstruct

a women's gallery with a separate entrance in the Galile-an

synagogues*

Once a year, however, an actual separation of the sexes was

ordained* This was during the water-drawing celebration on tne

night following the first day of the feast of Tabernacles*

> Slb-52a reads8
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nn*»n np>n

~n> ninsitiQ n ins^o ?nnn n i s o i " , t t i i n i inDttiK wnp ,31 IDK-
.ltkT3> Dn*»©Di T^> TTT n^ i nnsttm

pin IK"> p n
#*T3> D**©3*I i3> D^W^H rmn

i>i» pin "UPI nnoffli ppioy»

wAt the conclusion of the f i r s t festival day, e t c * (m̂  gnkk.
5J2}» What was the Great Enactment? •—- E». si'azat repliei f As
that of which we have learned. Originally I the walls of the
women's forecourt] were smooth, but flater the courtj was
surrounded by a gallery, and i t was enacted that the women
should s i t above anct the men below*

Our Eabbis hmwm taught. Originally the women used to
s i t within (the woaeo's forecourt] while the men were
without, but as this caused levity, it was instituted that
the women should s i t without and the men within. As this,
however, s t i l l led to levity, i t was instituted that the
women should s i t above and the men below.

But how could they do so? Is i t not written, "All this
• (do I give you] in writing as the Lord has made me wise by

his hand upon me*? (1 Chr 28:19)—• Hav answered, They found a
scriptural verse and expounded it* "And the land shall aoprnr
every family aparti the family of the house of David apart,
and their wives apart* (Zech 12:12)• Is i t not, they said,
an a..,f.or.t4.oj£l argument? If in the future when they will be
engaged in mourning and the evil inclination will have no-
power over fcHen, the Torah nevertheless says, "Hen separately
and women separately,* how much more so now when they are
engaged in rejoicing and the evil inclination has sway over
then..151

The text describes a temporary Cwooden) gallery which was erected

for the annual all-night celebration of tne water-drawing cere-

mony on StiicJcot. I t would have surrounded the women's forecourt,

so that the mmn were on tne floor of tne women's forecourt of the

temple and the women in a gallery surrounding i t . R» Ei taiar fs
152

words are a nearly exact quotation of gk I I J . 2s5. Ttiey a r e

fol lowed by a baraitha ( i » e » , Tannait ic s a y i n g ) , and t h e two

sayings serve to explain each other, that i s , the reader is meant
to take the fiiftM.gl*.. (Greek* gMUSMtM) as the architectural
concretization of the wo»en sitting above.- The gemara raises the
question as to how this innovation in the tenpie architecture

could be allowed, quoting 1 Chr 28? 19 as proof that the (First)
temple should not be changed. The third century Babylonian Amora
Rav answers that zech 12*12 can. serve as a proof text for the
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validity of this innovation* The explanation is that the text

refers to a future period of mourning and requires a separation

of the sexes even when mourning, that is* when one would not

expect the evil inclination to arouse their sexual desires, low

much more is it necessary to separate the sexes when they are

engaged in celebrating this special festival—-a time when one

would expect sexual desire to arise.

Here we have the precise model that scholars have assumed

for the synagogues. Is this not sufficient evidence for assuming

a similar arrangement in the synagogue? Aslie from the fact that

a rather uneven development is describee! here, a development

based on anything but a stable notion of how the sexes should be

arranged* it is of special note that the Babylonian Talmud brings

this gallery into connection with a special holiday, i.e.* a

night when many people would be present and dancing and wine

would be an integral part of the festival. One can hardly draw

general!nations fron this special arrangement—not for the

regular temple service and even less for synagogue worship.

A further possible reference is found in y.#,,,j;g|ji|!* 55b.14-23

according to which the famous Diplostoon (Hebrew: dippjjjJ.J
154

Msfegba*, i Greek; diple" stoa) in Alexandria was destroyed by
the Emperor Trajan. After he had killed the men, Trajan offered

the wonen mercy if they would surrender, to which the women

answered, "Do to those above (c iliyi-3) as you. have done to those

below Ĉ JULiifJiJ •" This- seems to be- a very clear case of the

separation of the sexes. What is often overlooked, however, is

tha t the p a r a l l e l s in jjajg ĵgfofe. 1:45 Con 1«16) and 4.22 Con
4.19) ' ' have the ter»s reversed; "Do to those below (i*e*r the

women) as you have done- to those above-.11 Sukenik dismisses this

reversalz

light or wrong, the Palestinian narrator cannot
conceive of the Community Centre in Alexandria otherwise than
with a gallery, and that reserved for the women*

Accordingly it would seem that the reading of the
parallels in the ordinary edition of fcgBgflt^feiQUS Jftabhaf 5Sb
and fid, where the terms are reversedf is due to a misappre~
tension. In Buber's edition, p.S3, they are simply replaced
by 'men1 and 'women**

It is even, possible that in Palestinian Aramaic the
••ale and female halves of any congregation were designated
colloquially as K^ynK, literally f those of the ground
(floor)' and ff***>*»p, 'those of the upper (floor)1

respectively**^

At the historical level, it is not clear that this account

is based on historical fact* Sukenik and those who follow him*
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howeverr are l e s s interested in the early second-century
Alexandrian Diplostoon than in the t h i r d - and fourth-century
Palest inian synagogues* But if th i s i s tne case? then how can
one so rapidly disit iss the para l le l s* where "those above" and
"those below" are reversed,- making tne women ""those below"? If
the in t e re s t i s in ancient Israel rather than Alexandria, then
th i s discrepancy most be- taken very ser iously. Further, i t i s
not even clear tha t *jL\$g&* anct *ar*S;y& * are spa t ia l terms a t
a l l , Marcus Jastrow f for example* takes then to mean "inferior1*
( i . e . , tne women) and "superiorm ( i . e . , the men) respect ively ,
and l i s t s %A,.:aiMkk» 55b as an. "incorrect version"! A further
poss ib i l i ty i s t ha t the image behind t h i s haggadah i s t ha t of a
cas t le or a fo r t r e s s , where the men f'ought up above and only when

lift
they were k i l led diet the- Roman soldiers reach the women below.
In l i gh t of the ambiguity of the terminology and the lack of
agreement in the sources* t h i s passage- and i t s p a r a l l e l s cannot
be taken as evidence ei ther for a gal lery in the Alexandrian
Diplostoon or for ga l l e r i e s in ancient synagogues in Israel*

A further passage of i n t e r e s t i s found in Phil© of
Alexandria, In describing the l i f e of the Ttierapeutrides and
Therapeutai f Philo wri tes (De,r.,,y,ifc4:::..cpiykatpl* 32-33? cf» also 69):

1*6 6£ notvov TOOTO octave tov* etc 6 xaCc &&56ijfaaic ouv-
ip%ovxai, SiuAoOc taxi uefctftoXoc* 6 p&v etc
6 5fe etc YuvatKoavCxiv arcoKpLd££c* wx& Y&P Ma
££ €dooc ouvoKpo&vxai xdv a0x6v CflAov Mat T^
ixpoaCpeatv £xouoai« 6 6t usxa^b TISV olumv
utv i | iddkpotjs tnl xpeTc A xiaaapac m^xctC etc x6 dvw
auvipHOddunxai dcopauCou T^dnov,. x6 6fe dxpi ti-Youc 4v-
dt^iov dxcxvlg dvetxai , 6uoCv Svena, xoO TC xf\v npdn-
ouoav atdfii- TQ Y^vaiKeCo; <p6aet 6taxnpctodat KOLI XOO
T^V dvxCXiiQitv Ixetv eCipapfl HadeCou^vac £v ernindcp, ufi"-
6ev6c t^iv xoO ^

This common sanctuary in which they meet every seventh day is
a double enclosure, one portion set apart, for tne use of the
men, the other for the women. For women too regularly make
part of the audience with the same ardour and the same sense
of their calling* The wall between the two chambers rises up
from the ground to three or four cubits built in tne form of
a breast work, while the space above is left open. This
arrangement serves two purposes; tne modesty becoming to the
female sex is preserved, while the women sitting within
ear-shot can easily follow what is said since there is
nothing to obstruct the voice of the speaker.

Should we take this as a first-century example of a sepa-
ration of the seies? Yes# by ail iieansf but that fives us no
license to generalise that ail or even most first-century Jaws
followed the example of the Therapeutai a«<3 Therapeutrides, The
group which Fhiio is describing is a sectr a sect which follows
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such unusual life customs as celibacy and the pursuit of the

purely contemplative life, as the context of this passage clearly

demonstrates* Scholars would not think of using this sect as

proof that celibacy or the contemplative life were widespread in

Judaism, why should one view their separation of the- sexes

during worship in a different way? It nay well be that their

celibacy and the desire to preserve it were what gave rise to

this custom, farther, the divider described does not fit in with

any synagogue remains known to us. One cannot use a roo« divider

of about 4.5 to 6 meters in height as proof for a wonen's gallery

or separate roo» for women* Finally, the very tenor of Philo's

description of this group of people suggests that he- was telling

his readers something they did not already know* Whether written,

for Jewish or for non-Jewish readers* the report on this exotic

sect is an introduction to customs not widely practiced. Philo's

detailed description arouses the impression that we have before

us a rare custom rather than one so- widespread that describing it
15§

is unnecessary.

A further text worth noting here- reflects a fourth-century

Babylonian practice (b> Qidd. 81a [mid*])t im

,K>3*»n Knan mp® pittnoif .rw T**>*T Km *Abaye placed jugs around

(them)i lava placed reed around (them)• Avin stated* The sorest

spot of the yaar is the festival season..* The context of this

passage is a discussion of women and iien mixing with each other,

The jugs and reed were two means of separating the men froa the

women* i.e.* they could be placed on the floor forming a. sort of

boundary between the two groups. Eashi says that the jugs were

pottery shards and that these or reeds were placed in rows be-

tween men and women at such gatherings as a sermon or a wedding*

The statement* "the sorest spot of the year is the festival

season,* is a reference to the type of frivolity discussed above

in the context of the water-drawing cerenony.

Note that this text Bakes no reference to- the synagogue*

If Rashi is right, the gatherings were not necessarily synagogue

servicesf but rather large public gatherings of various sorts*

(#iven all the discussion by archaeologists of permanent archi-

tectural features designed to separate women from men* it is

especially noteworthy how temporary a jug or reed divider looks

to us. This text* therefore* rather than providing support for

the tie-sis of a women's gallery or section in the ancient

synagogue* lends credence to the thesis that the separation of

the- sexes was occasionally practiced at certain large public
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Women's Gallery 135

gatherings and was facilitated by means of temporary dividers, as

for example* reed, or jug dividers*

This survey of the literary evidence adduced by scholars in

support of a wonen's gallery or women's section has shown that

none of this evidence is convincing» The women's forecourt in

the temple was not just for women. The gallery erected in the

women's forecourt was just for women but was rarely used. The

story concerning Trajan and the women is ambiguous in its

terminology and contradictory in its versions. The separation

practiced by the Therapeutrides and the Therapeutai cannot be

used as evidence for general Jewish practice* The passage

concerning the separation of women from men by means of jugs or

reeds is not related to the synagogue and actually underscores

the temporary nature of the divider• There is, therefore, no

convincing literary support for the existence of a women's

gallery or wonen's section.

In order to set the study of the synagogues in its proper

context, it is necessary to compare then briefly with churches

and temples. As to Christian practice, there was some variety

and a certain, development. The vast majority of the Byzantine

churches in Palestine do not seem to have had a gallery.

Outside of Palestine some churches seen to have had one (e,g«,

the Church of St.John Studios in Constantinople 1463] , 1 6 2

the Church of the Acheiropoeitos in Salonika [470] ,* the

Umm-es~Surab in the Hauran, Syria (489J, and the Hagia Sophia

in Constantinople f5373• • ) , while others seen not to have (e.g.,

St. Apollinare Nuovo in Ravenna [490J, Maria Maggiore in Rome

[432-440] • ' ) • Galleries in churches, of course, couicl serve a

number of purposes, and should therefore not be identified as

"women's galleries,11 ' There is, however, son© evidence that

some Christian communities did institute a separation of the

seices. these varied in form and sometimes applied only to the

laity. •' There is no reason to assume that this practice was

ancient or universal or that the earliest Christians adopted it

f roii the Jews. The evidence points to its being an

independent Christian development which occurred in an uneven and

regionally varied way#

It is iitpossible to give any kind of a survey of temples

here, ani it also does not seem necessary since ancient

synagogues do not bear a great deal of resemblance to ancient

Graeco-Roman temples. One type is worth mentioning, however, and
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that is ttie temple with a staircase* Bobert Amy »a«ie a very

thorough survey of temples with staircases, especially of those

in Syria, Lebanon and Trans-Jordan. What is significant for

our question is that staircases do not disappear in the course of

time. Where they are present in the ruins, they have as good a

chance of surviving raids by builders in search of material as do

columns, piers, or courses of ashlar stones, ibis fact should be

particularly significant for those archaeologists who would

reconstruct galleries in Palestinian synagogues even when no

staircase is to be found.

if the evidence points so heavily against the reconstruc-

tion of a gallery and against the assumption that women and men

were strictly separated in the- ancient synagogue, why is the

opposite the prevailing view? The most likely reason is that

modern scholars are still using the contemporary Orthodox syna-

gogue as their te.f%iPM ggiBi.y,i t| .Qftjg rather than allowing for the

possibility that in antiquity certain customs were different from

today's customs. Further, archaeologists have looked to certain

Galilean synagogues for their point of departure, assisting- that

the reconstructed women's gallery was based on firm evidence,

las no one called all of this into- question? hs a matter

of fact, five prominent scholars, over a period of the last

eighty-one years, have- offered their reasons for calling into

question tne existence of a separate gallery or women's section

in the ancient synagogue.

The first was Leopold Ldwf who pointed out that the

Talmud makes no mention, of it, and that a number of stories make

mention of woman participating in. the synagogue services, le-

al so discusses a number of the passages dealt with above and

comes to the conclusion that there was no women's section in the

ancient synagogue.
174

LGw was followed by Zsmar Blbogen, who referred to

several of the same texts and concluded that women and men

probably sat separately, but that the rows for women and for men

were side by side* Elbogen does assume, however, that the

galleries in the- Galilean Sfnagogu.es were probably for women,

although he adds that this is not certain.

Richard Erautiisimer also believed that the ancient syna-

gogue did not ha^e a strict separation of the sexes, suggesting

that this probably came in gradually.

Asher Hiram' argued on various grounds that the ancient

synagogue in Israel did not have a gallery, whether for women or

not* As a technical argument, Hiram points out that the
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Palestinian synagogues were built of ashlar stones with no cement

of any sort and that such buildings could not have supported the

lateral pressure which would have been exerted by a gallery* As

an archaeological argument against the gallery, Hiram cites the

ancient coins which bear the images of synagogues* noting that no

gallery is visible on them. He further proposes the economic

argument that a gallery is rather expensive and the architectural

argument that a gallery would have been aesthetically unpleasing.

If there was a gallery, Hiram concludes, then it must have been

over the transverse aisle and have functioned as a classroom. If

there was a pseudo-galleryf it could have been used for storage

purposes. By rejecting the theory of the gallery, Hiram does not

totally exclude the possibility that toe women sat in a side

room, as he believes they did at gammat Gader,

finally, and in the greatest depth, Shmuel Safrai ' has

called the existence of the women's gallery into question. Safrai

accepts the eiisten.ce of galleries, but argues that these were

not for women and that, in fact, no reference to a general

separation of the sexes in synagogue worship can. be found in

ancient Jewish literature, Safrai also discusses a significant

number of texts which show that women went to the synagogue and

participated in the services*

It is tine that scholars of Judaiea and arcnaeologists take

these arguments seriously.

Conclusions.

The archaeological survey has demonstrated that the ancient

synagogue ruins in Palestine yield little evidence for galleries.

The ancient Diaspora synagogues yield none. While there are side-

rooms, especially in Diaspora synagogues, there is no archaeo-

logical reason to assume that these were for women. It should be

stated here that it is not my thesis that one can prove that all

ancient synagogues were built without galleries. Rather, it is

my thesis that at nearly all sites the evidence is totally insuf-

ficient to reconstruct a gallery, Iven if these galleries

were for women, the architectural and cultural picture emerging

would still be- vastly different from the one current in modern

scholarship* As for the side rooms, it is not my thesis that one

can prove that these were not for women, but rather that all

evidence is lacking to support tne hypothesis that they were for

women. Even if the one or the other were a women's section, the

cultural picture emerging would still be vastly different frcw

the one current in. modern scholarship.
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Ancient Jewish literature yields no hint of a strict

separation of the seices in the synagogue* Thus? even if a

gallery were- to have existed in a particular synagogue* this

would not prove that it was a women's gallery* By the same

token, ancient literature should caution us from identifying

unidentified side rooms as women's sections.

The parallel of Christian churches shows that they do not

give us reason to reconstruct a gallery in the ancient synagogues

in. Israel* The development of the arrangement of the sexes was

uneven and regionally influenced. Earliest Christianity does not

seen to have had* a separation of the sexes*

Ancient pagan temples with stairs show that stairs do not

disappear aore quickly than other architectural elements*

This has not been the first attempt to call the existence

of the women's gallery anci the womenfs section in the ancient

Sfnagofue into question* Rather than simply relying on the

consensus of scholarship, it is tine to rethink the prevailing

view, to proiu.ce evidence where it exists and to alter one's

hypothesis where it does not. it is therefore inappropriate to

reject the possibility of women leaders in the ancient synagogue

on the grounds that women were not even, admitted into- the aain

prayer hall.
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CHAPTER VII

FURTHER BACKGROUND ISSUES RELATING TO WOMiN

LEADERS IN THE ANCIENT SYNAGOGUE

A. IffflPPP-'. s ParfcljyLgftJ^&ll JP:,. ,Sy paj.o.f lie
fforahjLp,

The lack of an adequate understanding of women's partial-

pation in the life of the ancient synagogue has hindered research

on the Jewish inscriptions in which women bear titles. Even the

following, very cursory survey of several salient points should

shed light on the context from which they arose. The basis for

all other participation is attendance at the synagogue services.

Women's attendance at synagogue worship services is taken for

granted in the ancient sources. The lew Testament gives several

of the earliest attestations of this* In Luke 13:10-17, Jesus

heals a woman who had been bent over for eighteen years* Accord-

ing to the evangelist, the framework of the miracle is a sabbath

service: "Now he was teaching in one of the synagogues on. the

sabbath.11 {Luke 13:101,

the Acts of the Apostles also attest to women's presence at

worship services. When Paul and Silas traveled to Philippi, they

followed their usual custom of searching out the- local synagogue

{Acts 16.12b-14)t

6iaxp£(i!k>vx££
Tff xe fiu€p$ TOV oa$3dxe*v fegi^Alfetuev ££a> c
Tu>xau6v o5 ^vou^Cou^v ttpo-aeijxftv e tva t , uat
£Xa\oO\i&v xaCs. auveAdoOoatc twvatgCv, nai TIQ yuvf\
dvdpa,Ti AuBia, nopcpupdncaXtc ndAews ©uaxeCpuv
xdv dedvf flKouev, ^£. 6 Kijptoc dti^votEev xftv napdtav

XaXoou^votc t>n6 xoO d

We renained. in this city fox some daysi and on the sabbath
day we went outside the fate to the riverside, where we
supposed there was a synagogue CpgegftgUl t and we sat down,
and spoke to- the women who had come together* One who heard
us was a woman naaeel Lydia, from the city of Thyatira, a
seller of purple foods, who was a worshiper of 6od« The Lori
opened her heart to give heed to what was said by Paul.

There is a general tendency among scholars to assume that it is

not an actual synagogue- service which is meant, bat rather so»e

sort of outdoor prayer meeting* The reasons for the hesitancy to

translate pxpseachg as "synagogue" are. 11 the "we supposed"

(tioji fiflomjzem&nI of v. 131 2) the use of pcfigetichl instead of
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